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BUILDING NEW CREATIVITY
WITH OLD COLLECTIONS



Art historian, curator and senior advisor
Sharing is Caring and Europeana
Learning through creative re-use



National Gallery of Denmark

Western art from 1300 to present day

260,000 artworks

66 % in public domain



We want to be a catalyst 
of  users’ creativity

SMK’s first digital strategy
2009



smk.dk/en/article/smk-open/



2016-2021

We open up SMK’s digitised 

collections and knowledge  

for all to use and enjoy

smk.dk/en/article/smk-open/



open.smk.dk



smk.dk/en/article/free-download-of-images/









Because museum people 
don’t necessarily get the best ideas

how to use the collections



Vilhelm Hammershøi, Interior in Strandgade, Sunlight on the Floor, 1901, SMK, public domain



Kati Hyyppä, As light goes by





New role as facilitators





Democratisation



smk.dk/en/section/about-smk/



“Being the national gallery and main 

art museum in Denmark , SMK carries an important 
responsibility towards the entire country and beyond. 

The vast collection of 700 years of art is common 
national property and ideally, everyone who lives in 
Denmark share a sense of ownership to this unique 

cultural heritage. 

“



“Our work is based on the conviction that the artworks

in our rich collection has a role to play in the society 
that surrounds us, through its ability to deepen our

understanding of the world, its peoples and histories. 
We believe that the development museums have 

undergone in the past decades holds the key to engage far 
more, and more different people than we reach today.     

“



How can digitised cultural heritage contribute
to a sense of shared ownership to heritage, 

deeper understanding of the world, 
and ultimately a more cohesive society?





https://vimeo.com/238533045


Tech hype





digital

physical

enlightenment experience



digital

physical

enlightenment experience



Wiki Labs Culture
Enriching the open encyclopedia through collaboration



7 Danish cultural institutions



+35 million page views 
per year



3D scanning the SMK collection





Still from video ‘The North Wind’ by Faten Kanaan



Shapeways + SMK Open contest





Lucas Cranach the Elder, Melancholia, 1532, SMK, public domain



medium.com/smk-open/art-jewels-has-a-winner-f2a2db0d7e08

Winning design by 3different



Exhibition at SMK, 2017





Art talk with 3Different 
and SMK’s director Mikkel Bogh

This is Lorenzo and 
Franceso from Milano







VanGoYourself at SMK, 2015







Young People’s Art Labs + SMK + Copenhagen Metro Company 
Cool Constructions, 2013





Young People’s Art Labs + SMK
collaborative project
with drug users, 2015





Meaninful dialogue and interaction with ”non-users” 



Young People’s Meeting 2018
“Through participation, dialogue and community

young people explore democratic citizenship“



Taboo workshop
‘Make the invisible visible’



Partners
and facilitators



>100 participants
students 15-19 years



Testimonies from young people
with physical or mental disorders



Workshop focus on dialogue, 
collaboration and process



Feedback from participants



”It’s easier for me to express my emotions 
through images or drawings, because then I 
don’t have to explain everything. And then
other people can make their own sense of it 
and relate to it in their own way.”





”It’s like art changes character when you can
touch it with your own hands. You’re able to look 
at it up close. It means a lot to be able to hold 
the art between your hands and touch it.”



digital

physical

enlightenment experience



pro.europeana.eu/post/statens-
museum-for-kunst-the-social-impact-
of-using-art-to-increase-civic-
participation-of-young-people-2018
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